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Throw a coin in the fountain
And in a moment you'll be here in my arms
Wish you were here in my arms
I blow a wish from a candle
And any second you'll be here in my heart
I've got this hope in my heart
Bridge
And while the world's in love
I just wait on the chance of a good thing
Wishful thinking
Chorus
Once upon a lifetime
It if is meant to be my
Wish will come true
Every once upon a lifetime
You'll find someone too good to be true
It's not fairy tale and not every day
But once upon a lifetime
A wish comes true
If I see a shooting star
I make a wish that
You'd appear in my life
Repeat Bridge and Chorus
There's someone for everyone
There's somebody somewhere
It's not fairy tale and not everyday
But once upon a lifetime.
Repeat Chorus till end

Throw a coin in the fountain
And in a moment you'll be here in my arms
Wish you were here in my arms
I blow a wish from a candle
And any second you'll be here in my heart
I've got this hope in my heart
Bridge
And while the world's in love
I just wait on the chance of a good thing
Wishful thinking
Chorus
Once upon a lifetime
It if is meant to be my
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Wish will come true
Every once upon a lifetime
You'll find someone too good to be true
It's not fairy tale and not every day
But once upon a lifetime
A wish comes true
If I see a shooting star
I make a wish that
You'd appear in my life
Repeat Bridge and Chorus
There's someone for everyone
There's somebody somewhere
It's not fairy tale and not everyday
But once upon a li
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